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How About A Wall
To Keep Russia Out?
Episode 9102
Comedian KEVIN BARTINI; The
hardest working pediatrician in
comedy, DR. JAY SUTAY; The
LGBTQ Editor for Think
Progress ZACK FORD; and the
Executive Director of
Americans United for
Separation of Church and State
The REVEREND BARRY LYNN
debates David on the true
meaning of Christmas

Donald Trump’s
Adderall Abuse Part
Two Episode 9101
Comedy Writer JON ROSS,
Author and Medical Historian
THOMAS MORRIS, Down With
Tyranny’s HOWIE KLEIN, PETA
Podcast’s EMIL GUILLERMO,
and Comedy Cosmonaut
JACKIE “THE JOKE MAN”
MARTLING.

How To Listen
Find us on iTunes, Stitcher and
YouTube. Or visit us over at
www.DavidFeldmanShow.com
and hit the contact button to
say hi.
The Latest from David Feldman

A Look Back At The Week of
December 21, 2018
White House Holds A Christmas Party
The morbidly obese bullies Rush Limbaugh and Chris Christie
attended Donald Trump’s Christmas party at the White House.
When Limbaugh and Christie were shown the Treaty Room they
both asked, “Where are the treats?”
Asked what he thought of the West Wing and the East Wing,
Christie said, “I prefer my wings with a side of Blue Cheese.”
Christie and Limbaugh then smoked a stogie on the Truman
Balcony which was immediately renamed the Truman Basement.
In honor of Chris Christie’s Type 2 Diabetes the Green Room
was renamed the Gangrene Room.
The guest performer at the White House Christmas party was
Rush Limbaugh’s cousin, Stephen Limbaugh III who is a concert
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pianist. His songs included a medley of tunes by Cream, Vanilla
Fudge, Bread, Hot Tuna, and of course Meatloaf.
Just For Men said it would no longer advertise on Tucker Carlson.
Wow, Just For Men really does get the white out.

How To Tell Lice
From Dandruff ,
Episode 9101
Dr. Jay Sutay, the hardest working
pediatrician in comedy teaches
us how to tell the different
between lice and dandruff. He
also finally explains what a bowl
obstruction is.

Kevin Bartini on
Tucker Carlson
Losing Sponsors,
Episode 9101
Tucker Carlson’s Fox News
program loses sponsors after
Carlson reportedly referred to
immigrants as “dirty.”
Comedian Kevin Bartini goes
over the products that keep
Fox News afloat. Plus Kiss’s
Ace Frehley says celebrities
should stay out of politics and
then he endorses Trump.

The Only Wall We
Need Is Between
Church & State,
Episode 9101
The Reverend Barry W. Lynn was
the executive director of
Americans United for Separation
of Church and State from 1992 to
November 2017. He is an
ordained minister and lawyer.
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Donald Trump announced he’s bringing the troops home from
Syria and Afghanistan. Just in time to defend us in the War on
Honda Days.
I’m all for the sanctity of Honda Days. But please stop wishing
me a Happy Honda Days. My people don’t celebrate Honda Days.
And is it my imagination or has Honda Days gotten way too
commercial?
Even worse, I just got my credit card statement. Turns out all the
money I donated to this year’s Toyotathon went to the Trump
Foundation.
And shut up about the shut down. Does Trump know the Mueller
probe continues with or without a government shutdown?
Meanwhile, two of Michael Flynn’s associates were indicted for
lobbying for Turkey. And
Chris Christie was
indicted for lobbying for
Greece…eee fried
chicken.
General Mattis quit
because corrupt Russian
oligarchs are now
dictating United States
military policy. That’s
outrageous! U.S. military
policy should only be
dictated by corrupt American oligarchs! I worry General Mattis’
stepping down will unleash a fresh wave of generals resigning.
There just aren’t enough six figure jobs at Boeing, Raytheon and
NBC News to accommodate them all. Smart move there General
Mattis. No better way to protest cutting and running than by
cutting and running. Defense Secretary Mick Mulvaney
anybody?
Stephen Miller is celebrating today’s Winter Solstice by walking
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around Stonehenge carrying a tiki torch shouting, “Druids will not
replace us!” It took a few days, but I finally figured out how Stephen
Miller ended up with all that shoe polish on his head. The makeup
person for Face the Nation is Hispanic. Or Muslim. Or LGBTQ. Or
graduated from first grade.

Commentary: Stop Blaming
Putin for Trump
The Republican controlled Senate Intelligence Committee released a
report today outlining just how deep Russian interference in the 2016
election ran.
Entitled “The IRA, Social Media and Political Polarization in the United States, 2012-2018ʺ the report
zeroes in on Russia’s Internet Research Association which used Google, Facebook, Twitter and Instagram
to promote Donald Trump’s candidacy.
I’m sure everything in this Senate Intelligence Committee report is true. I have no doubt that through
the Internet Research Association Putin was able to spread misinformation to American voters as far
back as 2012. I’m sure Russia tricked a lot of American voters into believing patent falsehoods about
Hillary. I just don’t think that’s the reason Trump sits in the Oval Oﬃce.
America is a big country. It’s going to take more than just counterfeit social media posts out of Russia to
get Americans believing serial falsehoods.
No, it takes forty years of Koch Brothers assisted right wing propaganda mills like The Heritage
Foundation, The Weekly Standard and Fox News to get Americans believing serial falsehoods like Trickle
Down Economics, Climate Change Is a Hoax and The Clinton Foundation Is A Clearinghouse for
Pedophiles.
Trump didn’t need Putin to convince Americans that Hillary was dying, or that she was selling plutonium
or blowing up Libyan embassies. You don’t need Russia when you have Rush… Sean, The
National Enquirer, Trey
Gowdy, Darrell Issa, Newt Gingrich and Jason Chaﬀetz.
This is

the same GOP we’ve always had. This is the same right
wing slime machine we’ve always had. But now that
they’ve all been shown to be morally and intellectually
bankrupt it’s only sporting to blame Trump on Russia.

How could this possibly be the GOP’s fault? Yes, Trump crashed our car, but
we weren’t driving, and he took the keys from us. And Putin was really the
one driving. Oh, please! Russia did what they could to get Trump elected,
but their eﬀorts paled in comparison to what the usual rogue’s gallery of
GOP loyalists did.
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Look, I hate Trump. I voted for Bernie and then Hillary. I have no doubt the Trump Crime Family
colluded with the Russians. And yes, there’s ample evidence Putin has been purchasing Republican
politicians for a decade. They should all be locked up.
But Russian interference shouldn’t have swung the 2016 election. Especially since Hillary won the popular
vote. Cambridge Analytica turned out to be a myth, it didn’t work. The Mercer family ended up owning it
and it was a financial bust. I have yet to see any evidence that Russia used Facebook to zero in on key
districts so Trump could win the Electoral Vote but not the popular vote.

So yes, there was Russian interference, and everybody should be indicted and
thrown in prison. But that’s not why Hillary lost.
Once again America pivots overseas to blame somebody else for its own failure. Hillary lost because we
don’t let people vote in America. That’s the real reason Hillary lost. The Roberts Court overturned the
Voting Rights Act of 1965. People of color have to wait hours to cast a ballot, not to mention the ID laws.
That’s why Hillary lost. The Russians didn’t pass voter ID laws. The Republicans did. The Russians didn’t
scrub voting rolls.
Also, there are 100 million Americans who can vote but don’t vote because both parties on SOME, not
all, but SOME, of the big issues are interchangeable.
Yes, the GOP is far, far worse but that should make the Dems far, far better and far, far more progressive
but the Dems are not. They’re just a wee bit less bad than the GOP.
Seriously, to hear Dems still insisting that Medicare for All isn’t practical is almost enough to make ME
stay home on Election Day.
If the Dems don’t think Medicare for All is THE issue of our time then we don’t have an alternative to
the GOP, which, given its complete lack of intellectual and moral footing should be eﬀortless to defeat.
So all I’m saying is America needs to own 2016. We did it to ourselves. Not Putin.
And, even if Russia did rig 2016 and it’s all Putin’s fault then we are even MORE culpable for spending a
trillion dollars on defense each year and still finding our democracy powerless in the face of a handful of
Russian hackers.
We let our guard down. Nobody got fired after 9/11. Nobody got fired after 2016. Because in America it’s
never anybody’s fault unless you’re powerless. That’s what those 2.3 million prison beds are for.
So, we blame Iraq or Russia. Blame anybody but the powerful corporate owned sinecures who are
supposed to protect us. We sleep better if Trump is Russia’s fault. Go ahead and believe that lie. Believe
that there would be no racism, no class divide, no stupidity and hatred in America had Putin not planted
all those seeds in 2016 on Facebook. Sure. It all started in 2016 on Facebook. Blame Russia.
2016 is all our fault. Nobody else’s. It’s been 18 years since Bush v. Gore, and we still can’t count votes.
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And finally, all elections have some degree of irregularities. What can’t be stolen is a landslide. Had
Hillary run on Medicare for All there couldn’t possibly have been enough Russian troll farms to steal that
tsunami. Put Medicare for All on the ballot and watch how many people turn out.
I’m sorry, but this one’s on us, not Putin. You want to blame somebody? Start with the health insurance
lobbyists who own Trump, Hillary, Obama, Pelosi and Schumer. That’s why 100 million Americans stayed
home on Election Day.
Health insurance lobbyists have killed more Americans than Putin, Bin Laden and the NRA combined. A
vast majority of Americans want Medicare for All. But it was health insurance lobbyists who took a brief
respite from killing us in order to kill our democracy. Americans don’t vote because health insurance
lobbyists have rendered them powerless.
The biggest lie being told to Americans is that Medicare for All isn’t practical. That one didn’t emanate
from Russia. That one’s a finally brewed American lie.
That’s why Trump won.
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